Measurement Technology
A history of setting the standard. A future of raising the bar.

Innovation backed by decades of
experience and expertise.
For leading oil and gas businesses, our measurement experience emerges from
a legacy of constant innovation—offering a broad assembly of measurement
solutions that continuously raise performance. We have a history of inspiring
innovation and forming a bridge to expertise with field-proven product
brands, a comprehensive portfolio, and worldwide sales and service channels.
Cameron is your strategic partner in raising the bar.

A history of setting the standard…
Through strategically recognizing quality and innovation, we have a history of setting
the standard in measurement products, systems, and solutions.

LINCO facility, 1960s

JISKOOT control systems manufacture, UK

Barton Jones invents the ruptureproof, dual-bellows differential
pressure unit (DPU) to actuate
chart recorders, indicators,
and switches used in oil and
gas service

1943

1950s

LINCO 3D-6 odorant injector

Jiskoot supplies first fully
integrated and automated refined
product sampling system
J.J. “Beer” Jiskoot designs
Jiskoot’s first electronic twocomponent blender simulator

1961

Halliburton first goes to market
with industry-renowned
turbine meter

1962

Linco Electromatic Inc. designs,
fabricates, installs, and services
metering and proving systems
throughout North America

1965

Charles R. Stuck invents the
Clif Mock Company True Cut*
sample probe

1968

Jet mixing process developed by
the team at Jiskoot

1980

Cal Hastings patents the first
multipath ultrasonic flow
meter while at Westinghouse,
laying the groundwork for future
CALDON ultrasonic technology

1985

1995

Barton launches
the Scanner flow
computer and secures
significant gas pipeline
business in growing
Canadian market

…a future of raising the bar.
By relying on our history of excellence, we are raising the bar and working as
a strategic partner to meet the needs of the most demanding measurement
applications worldwide.

Quality systems technology centre, UK

Scanner model 3100 flow computers

Cameron acquires
NuFlo Technologies
from SCF Partners

2003

2005

2006-2009

SCF Partners acquires
and merges Halliburton’s
Measurement Systems group and
Barton Instrumentation Systems
to form NuFlo Technologies

Cameron invents the first
ultrasonic flow meter designed
for LNG custody transfer as part
of its CALDON brand and wins
the 2010 Innovation Award by
Flow Control

2010

Cameron strategically
strengthens its custody transfer
capabilities by acquiring bestin-class CALDON*, JISKOOT*,
and LINCO*

2011

CAM-LACT units

Cameron opens
JISKOOT Technology Centre

2012

Cameron develops the
CALDON gas ultrasonic
flow meter

2013

Introduction of
Scanner* 3000 series
flow computers

2014

Cameron introduces
prefabricated, stocked
LINCO CAM-LACTs

Today

Cameron measurement
products, systems,
solutions and
service

Measurement Solutions by Function
We design, manufacture, and distribute products, solutions and systems
to global energy industries.
Flow metering
We offer a variety of accurate, and reliable metering technologies,
including turbine, ultrasonic, differential pressure, and positive
displacement metering for applications throughout the energy industry.
■■

NUFLO* gas and liquid turbine flowmeters

■■

BARTON* high accuracy gas and liquid turbine flowmeters

■■

BARTON Floco* liquid positive displacement flowmeters

■■

NUFLO cone differential pressue flowmeter

■■

CALDON ultrasonic liquid and gas flowmeters

■■

NUFLO orifice fittings and flowmeters

■■

NUFLO orifice plates
NUFLO and BARTON turbine flowmeter family

BARTON Floco positive displacement flowmeter

NUFLO orifice flowmeter

CALDON ultrasonic gas flowmeter

NUFLO cone flowmeter

CALDON ultrasonic liquid flowmeter

Flow electronics

Mechanical instrumentation

Industrial products

With more than a quarter of a million units in
operation, in applications around the world,
we are the undeniable leader in the design and
manufacture of flow electronics. We provide
pioneering products in the development of
electronic flow measurement technology and its
adaptation to oil and gas applications.

Our products are the industry standard in
instrumentation, with hundreds of thousands of
units in operation around the world.

Our industrial products portfolio reflects a
high-quality, proven measurement and control
capability for major process markets such as
bulk distribution; military fueling operations; and
hydro, nuclear, and fossil power generation.

■■

BARTON chart recorders

■■

BARTON switches and indicators

■■

Pressure and level switches

■■
■■

■■

Flow computers and software scanner series

■■

NUFLO MC series flow totalizers

Transmitters

BARTON nuclear products
BARTON CryoScan* remote-telemetry
level systems

■■

BARTON transmitters

Distributed products

■■

FCX* transmitters

■■

800 series pressure transmitters

We offer a full suite of distributed products.
With on-hand inventory and a global presence,
Cameron has the expertise to meet the most
challenging rapid-response needs.

Flow computers scanner series

BARTON chart recorder

Level switch

BARTON differential pressure indicator

NUFLO flow totalizer and turbine system

Measurement Solutions by Function
Metering solutions
The concept of designing, engineering, manufacturing, and
commissioning a complete custody transfer packaged system to specific
customer performance specifications and API guidelines has received
increasing attention by the industry. We offer both prefabricated and
custom-engineered systems to fit the application and demands of almost
any environment.

CAM-LACT lease automatic custody transfer unit

Pipeline metering systems

■■

Lease automated custody transfer (LACT) unit

■■

Pipeline metering systems

■■

Bi-directional meter prover systems

■■

Terminal automation systems

■■

Odorant injection systems

■■

Liquid meter proving services

Portable liquid meter proving services

Sampling and blending systems
Cameron sampling and blending products offer customers a range of
solutions designed to improve profitability, provide a rapid return on
investment, and reduce life cycle costs, all backed by a dedication to
innovation and leading-edge technology.

CLIF MOCK circulation system

JISKOOT crude oil blending system with integrated sampler and analyzer

■■

CLIF MOCK* sampling systems and products

■■

JISKOOT* sampling systems and products

■■

JISKOOT blending systems

■■

CLIF MOCK mixing and circulation systems

■■

JISKOOT sampling and blending systems

CLIF MOCK true cut sampler

CLIF MOCK gas sampling system

Measurement Solution Applications
Consistent and traceable
production solutions
We offer a full portfolio of allocation
measurement solutions, based on engineering
excellence that provides the vital accuracy
needed when product is being apportioned.
Rely on Cameron for accurate and traceable
allocation solutions.
This offering includes the full suite of BARTON
differential pressure unit products; CALDON
flowmeters for both gas and liquid applications;
CLIF MOCK samplers; JISKOOT sampling and
blending technology; and NUFLO turbines and
totalizers, flow computers
and cone meters.

Field-proven global sampling and
blending solutions
Our JISKOOT measurement technology of
sampling and blending systems specializes
in products designed to improve profitability,
provide a rapid return on investment, and
reduce total life cycle costs. Together with a
network of more than 50 highly trained agents
in key locations around the world, JISKOOT
measurement technology has a reputation for
delivering project management capabilities that
span every facet of a project—from site survey
to final onsite commissioning, training, and
local support.
Complementing the JISKOOT systems and
products is the CLIF MOCK measurement
technology of sampling and mixing systems
helping to ensure that we can provide a full
range of solutions from wellheads, gathering
systems, LACT lease automatic custody transfer
units, marine loading and discharge facilities,
refineries, and pipelines through to any custody
transfer point.

Reliable and precise
metering technologies
As metering experts, we offer a full suite of
dependable, field-proven metering technologies
for industry-standard sampling, measuring, and
analyzing of process fluids. From the prestigious
CALDON ultrasonic flowmeter for gas and liquid
metering, to a wide range of turbine, differential
pressure, and positive displacement meters, we
are there as a strategic partner for a wide range
of applications and support on a global scale.

Accurate and dependable custody
transfer solutions
In custody transfer applications where accuracy
and regulatory requirements are key, we provide
industry-certified, field‑proven equipment.
With extensive experience and a commitment
to engineering excellence, we have become a
trusted source in the industry as a one-stop,
specialty-engineered solutions provider.
The complete suite of fabricated systems and
skids provide metering, proving, loading and
unloading, LACT, odorant injection, and control
products into the most challenging applications
around the world. These systems provide a
turnkey alternative that hastens delivery time
and reduces total cost of ownership.
For control and measurement in both liquid
and gas applications, metering technology
offers a dependable solution, backed by solid
engineering practices.

Technology and Manufacturing Excellence

Diversified manufacturing capabilities in Duncan, OK, USA

Ultrasonic Technology Center in Pittsburgh, PA, USA

BARTON and NUFLO center of excellence

CALDON hydrocarbon calibration laboratory

Our facility in Duncan, Okla., specializes in designing, manufacturing, and
testing the industry-renowned BARTON and NUFLO turbine flowmeters
and totalizer systems, as well as the Scanner line of flow computers and
electronics. In-house flow testing capabilities of 0.3 to 3600 gal/min and
pressure testing to 22,500 psi provide enhanced delivery times and quality
assurance from your strategic partner in measurement solutions.

In-house calibration allows us to cut down on delivery times and total
cost of ownership. Calibrating a meter over the Reynolds number range
corresponding to what that meter will experience in the field is critical
to ensuring that, once installed and operating, the performance will be
unaffected by changes in flow rate and liquid viscosity. You can rely on
Cameron to deliver the measurement accuracy you need.

Quality Systems Technology Centre in Tunbridge Wells, UK

Turnkey engineering and fabrication in Midland and Odessa, TX, USA

JISKOOT technology centre

Metering systems manufacturing

Over the years, we have grown through strategic acquisitions of industryleading technologies. One of these legacy technologies is JISKOOT,
founded in May 1961. Today, JISKOOT measurement technology offers
a complete portfolio of sampling and blending solutions for the oil and
gas industry.

Utilizing the latest in manufacturing technology and Lean Six Sigma
strategies to optimize performance, our Midland and Odessa, Texas
facilities design and manufacture both prefabricated and specialtyengineered LACT units and metering systems for accurate and
reliable measurement.

The center of excellence for JISKOOT measurement technology product
engineering offers customer-focused, application-driven solutions for
a variety of environments to meet specific needs in the measurement,
sampling, and blending of liquid hydrocarbons.

Backed by in-field experience and real-world problem solving, our team
of measurement engineers design single-source solutions for a variety
of applications.

Our Commitments
Service and support
Our program of comprehensive support and aftermarket services is right
where you need it, ready to respond. Our various measurement courses
and training seminars help educate your team on routine maintenance
and asset management to optimize the life of each product.

Innovation in engineering
Few companies in the world can match the level of engineering
expertise that Cameron commits to our day-to-day project and
aftermarket businesses.
With hundreds of engineering professionals around the world, including
a team of dedicated measurement engineers, our technical expertise is
what you need, where you need it.

Valuable partnerships strengthen our performance
To ensure global and timely accessibility to our complete portfolio, we
service our customers via direct sales teams and through relationships
with specialized and respected distributors, agents, and representatives
focused on oil and gas and industrial applications worldwide.

Our commitment to health, safety, and the environment (HSE)
Our most valued assets are our people, and our focus on health and
safety is uncompromised.

Manufacturing Facilities and Sales Locations

Tunbridge Wells, UK

Calgary, AB,
Canada

Houston, TX, USA
Global headquarters

Cameron sales locations
Cameron manufacturing locations
Representative coverage area

United States
3250 Briarpark Drive
Suite 300
Houston, Texas 77066
Tel 1 281 582 9500
ms-sales@c-a-m.com
34762 Lencioni Ave.
Bakersfield, CA 93308
Tel 1 661 387 6813
4040 Capital Ave.
City of Industry, CA 90601
Tel 1 562 222 8440
ms-industry@c-a-m.com
302 Toledo Drive
Lafayette, LA 70506
Tel 1 337 234 1824
7000 Nix Drive
Duncan, OK 73533
Tel 1 580 470 9600
5125 S Garnett Road, Suite E
Tulsa, OK 74146
Tel 1 918 665 7999
1000 McClaren Woods Drive
Coraopolis, PA 15108
Tel 1 724 273 9300
6941 Leopard St.
Corpus Christi, TX 78409
Tel 1 361 883 4489
806 N Foster Road
Casper, WY 82601
Tel 1 307 265 9241

Canada
7944 10th St. NE
Calgary, Alberta T2E 8W1
Tel 1 403 291 4814
ms-canada@c-a-m.com
#208, 4207 98th Street
Edmonton, AB T6E 5R7
Tel 1 780 468 2941

Latin America
Rua da Assembleia, 98 - 21 Andar
Rio de Janeiro, RJ Brazil 20011-000
Brazil
Tel 55 21 2172 9714
Goldsmith 53, 3er piso, Col. Polanco
Mexico City, D. F. 11560
Mexico
Tel 52 55 5395 4162

Europe, Africa, Caspian,
and Russia
Longfield Road
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3EY
England, UK
Tel 44 1892 518000
ms-uk@c-a-m.com
Trekhprudny per.9, Bld.2
123001, Moscow, Russia
Tel 7 495 225 1818
cameron.moscow@c-a-m.com

Asia Pacific
Floor 17, Tower A, Chengjian Plaza,
No.18 Beitaipingzhuang Road,
Haidian District 100088,
Beijing, China
Tel: 86 10 5320 9400
ms-china@c-a-m.com
501, Lotus Residency, 5th floor
Kothrud, Pune—411038
India
Tel 91 982 2431686
ms-ind@c-a-m.com
Level 31, Menara Maxis
Kuala Lumpur City Centre
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
Tel: 603 2381 0355
ms-kl@c-a-m.com

Middle East
Middle East FZE
Plot No S10408, South Zone
PO Box 263011
Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE
Tel 971 4 802 7700
ms-me@c-a-m.com

Measurement Technology

cameron.slb.com/measurement
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